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Antiferromagnetic fluctuations and d-wave superconductivity in electron-doped
high-temperature superconductors
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We show that, at weak to intermediate coupling, antiferromagnetic fluctuations enhanced-wave pairing
correlations until, as one moves closer to half-filling, the antiferromagnetically induced pseudogap begins to
suppress the tendency to superconductivity. The accuracy of our approach is gauged by detailed comparisons
with quantum Monte Carlo simulations. The negative pressure dependence ofTc and the existence of photo-
emission hot spots in electron-doped cuprate superconductors find their natural explanation within this ap-
proach.
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For almost two decades, the mechanism for hig
temperature superconductivity has been one of the main
sues in condensed-matter physics. Despite an extensive
of theoretical work, there is at present no consensus a
the mechanism. This is mainly due to lack of a reliable th
oretical tool for a strong-coupling problem where the va
of the on-site Coulomb interactionU is of the order of, or
larger than, the bandwidth.1 The situation, however, appea
more promising for electron-doped high-temperature sup
conductors~e-HTSC! in which the charge gap at half-filling
is 25% smaller than that of hole-doped cuprates~h-HTSC!,
suggesting a smaller value ofU.2 Although it still leaves
e-HTSC in the strong-coupling regime at half-filling, w
show in the present paper that in the doping region wh
superconductivity appears, there are reasons to believe thU
is smaller. This offers an opportunity for theories ofd-wave
superconductivity based on weak- to intermediate-coup
approaches.3–5

In the following, we show that improved theoretical ca
culations at weak to intermediate coupling can indeed
scribe several aspects of e-HTSC that were unexplained
previous calculations. For example, we show that the ne
tive pressure derivative of the superconducting transit
temperatureTc of e-HTSC, which contrasts with the positiv
pressure derivative of h-HTSC, can be explained. In ad
tion, the hot spots observed in angle resolved photoemis
experiments~ARPES! are also derived from the calculation
We also discuss how a decrease inTc in the underdoped
region can occur when a large pseudogap is produced
antiferromagnetic~AFM! fluctuations. Previous calculations6

predicted thatTc would increase monotonically as one a
proaches half filling.

Let us first consider the results of numerical calculatio
concerning the possibility ofd-wave superconductivity
in the Hubbard model. In Fig. 1 we present thedx22y2-
wave susceptibilityxd obtained from quantum Monte Carl
~QMC! calculations7–10 for the Hubbard model. As usua
the dx22y2-wave susceptibility is defined by xd

5*0
bdt^TtD(t)D†& with the d-wave order parameterD†
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5(i(gg(g)ci↑
† ci1g↓

† , the sum overg being over nearest neigh
bors, withg(g)561/2 depending on whetherg is a neigh-

bor along thex̂ or theŷ axis. From now on, we work in units
wherekB51, \51, lattice spacing, and hoppingt are unity.
The Hubbard model is characterized, as usual, by nea
neighbor hoppingt and on-site repulsionU. By contrast with
variational methods, the QMC calculations are unbias
They also can be performed on much larger lattices t
exact diagonalizations. QMC is essentially exact, within s
tistical error bars that, in Fig. 1, are generally smaller th
the symbol size. The results are shown for various temp
tures T5b21, dopings d, and interaction strengthsU
~shown by the various colors!. The data clearly show that th
dome shape dependence ofxd is present not only for strong
coupling (U*8), but also at weak to intermediate couplin
(U54). For weak coupling the dome shape occurs at te
peratures that are sufficiently low (b54) for AFM ~or spin-
density wave! correlations to build up. It has been known fo
a long time that these results, obtained by a numer
method of choice, by themselves do not suffice to dec
whether there is ad-wave superconducting phase in the Hu
bard model. Indeed, the susceptibility should diverge if th
is a phase transition. Also, atb54 the noninteracting model
U50, has a larger susceptibility than theUÞ0 model, a fact
that does not encourage optimism.

To conclusively verify whetherd-wave superconductivity
exists in this model at weak to intermediate coupling, o
needs to reach temperatures that are an order of magn
smaller than those shown in Fig. 1. As is well known, t
so-called sign-problem renders impossible simulations
these low temperatures. To reach such temperatures, we
the two-particle self-consistent approach11,12 ~TPSC! and ex-
tend it to compute superconducting correlations. The ac
racy of the method for spin fluctuations and self-energy
already been proven11,13 by comparisons with QMC data. In
particular, there is a pseudogap of AFM origin at a crosso
temperatureTX .

Briefly speaking, to extend TPSC to compute pairing s
ceptibility, we begin from the Schwinger-Martin-Kadanof
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Thedx22y2 susceptibility obtained from QMC simulations as a function of doping and of temperature for a 636 lattice.
Various values ofU correspond to different colors. The size dependence of the results is small at these temperatures. The Trotter
is Dt51/10 while the number of measurements at each point in parameter space is around 105. Measurements are grouped in blocs of 1
and stabilized every five steps along the imaginary-time axis.
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Baym formalism with both diagonal11,12 and off-diagonal14

source fields. The self-energy is expressed in terms of
and charge fluctuations and the irreducible vertex ente
the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the pairing susceptibility
obtained from functional differentiation. The final expressi
for the d-wave susceptibility is

xd~q50,iqn50!

5
T

N (
k

@gd
2~k!G↑

(2)~2k!G↓
(2)~k!#

2
U

4 S T

ND 2

(
k,k8

gd~k!G↑
(2)~2k!G↓

(2)~k!

3S 3

12
Usp

2
x0~k82k!

1
1

11
Uch

2
x0~k82k!D

3G↑
(1)~2k8!G↓

(1)~k8!gd~k8!. ~1!

In the above expression, Eq.~1!, gd(k) is the form factor for
the gap symmetry, whilek andk8 stand for both wave-vecto
and Matsubara frequenciesk[@k,(2n11)pT# on a square
lattice with N sites at temperatureT. The spin and charge
susceptibilities take the formxsp

21(q)5x0(q)212(Usp/2)
17450
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andxch
21(q)5x0(q)211(Uch/2) with x0 computed with the

Green functionGs
(1) that contains the self-energy whos

functional differentiation gave the spin and charge vertic
The values ofUsp , Uch , and ^n↑n↓& are obtained15 from
Usp5U^n↑n↓&/(^n↑&^n↓&) and from the local-moment sum
rule. In the pseudogap regime, one cannot useUsp
5U^n↑n↓&/(^n↑&^n↓&). Instead,11 one uses the local
moment sum rule with the zero-temperature value of^n↑n↓&
obtained by the method of Ref. 16 that agrees very well w
QMC calculations at all values ofU. Also, Gs

(2) contains
self-energy effects coming from spin and charge fluctuatio
as described in previous works.12,13

The effective interaction in the particle-particle chann
mediated by AFM fluctuations is represented by the sec
term of Eq.~1!. It becomes sizeable only after spin fluctu
tions have become large. Equation~1! thus contains two
leading effects, namely, spin and charge fluctuations in
ence the magnitude of the effective interactions in
particle-particle channel and they also decrease the lifet
of particles that pair~throughGs

(2)). The latter effect is gen-
erally detrimental to superconductivity while the former m
favor pairing.

The explicit expression forxd , Eq. ~1!, allows us to find
analytically which gap symmetry is enhanced or suppres
by AFM fluctuations. Indeed, since near half filling AFM
fluctuations are strongly peaked atk82k5Q ~commensurate
2-2
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FIG. 2. ~Color online! Com-
parisons between thedx22y2 sus-
ceptibility obtained from QMC
simulations~see Fig. 1! and from
the approach described in th
present work. QMC error bars ar
smaller than the symbols. Analyti
cal results are joined by solid
lines. Both calculations are forU
54, a 636 lattice, and four dif-
ferent temperatures. The caseU
50, b54 is shown for reference
The size dependence of the resu
is small at these temperatures. Th
inset compares QMC and FLEX
at U54, b54.
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or incommensurate!, the sign off [2gd(k1Q)/gd(k) and
the magnitude ofgd(k) near the Fermi wave vectorkF de-
termine the most favorable gap symmetry. Within a sp
singlet subspace,s-wave anddxy-wave symmetries are sup
pressed sincef ,0. Extendeds-wave symmetry hasf .0,
just like dx22y2 wave, but its form factor is much smalle
nearkF , so we takegd(k)5(coskx2cosky).

Let us first verify the accuracy of this approach by co
paring, in Fig. 2, the QMC results forxd , shown by sym-
bols, with those of the generalized TPSC approach, Eq.~1!,
indicated by the solid line. The caseU50,b54 is for ref-
erence. Figure 2 demonstrates that the approach, Eq.~1!,
agrees very well with QMC results forxd at U54. The
agreement improves for lower values ofU. When the inter-
action strength reaches the intermediate-coupling regimeU
56, deviations of the order of 20–30 % may occur but t
qualitative dependence on temperature and doping rem
accurate. The inset shows that previous spin-fluctuation
culations~FLEX! in two dimensions3,6 deviate both qualita-
tively and quantitatively from the QMC results. More sp
cifically, in the FLEX approachxd does not show a
pronounced maximum at finite doping. Moreover, it
known from previous work that FLEX does not show
pseudogap in the single-particle spectral weight at the Fe
surface.13 In TPSC the pseudogap is the key ingredient t
leads to a decrease inTc in the underdoped regime.

In TPSC we can understand why, as mentioned abovexd
is smaller than the noninteracting value in this temperat
range. Indeed, the main contribution is from the first term
Eq. ~1!, which represents a pair of propagating particles t
do not interact with each other. The contribution of the s
ond term, which represents interaction through the excha
of spin and charge fluctuations, is, forb54, about 1% at
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d50.5, growing to only 22% atd50. Hence, in this tem-
perature range,xd is smaller than the noninteracting valu
because of the decrease in spectral weight atv50 brought
about by AFM self-energy effects.

While it is impossible to do QMC calculations at lowerT,
the analytical formula forxd , Eq. ~1!, can be extended to
low T and to 2563256 lattice size using renormalizatio
group acceleration17 and fast Fourier transforms. This allow
us to verify whether there isd-wave superconductivity
(d-SC) in the Hubbard model at weak to intermediate co
pling. The complete Bethe-Salpeter equation would cont
the possibility of repeatedly exchanging spin fluctuatio
Equation~1! contains only the first two terms, namely, th
zero and the one spin- and charge-fluctuation exchange
for the expansion (12x)21;11x, the divergence should
occur when the first two terms have the same magnitude.
can thus estimateTc for d-SC. As usual,Tc obtained from the
divergence of the infinite series~Thouless criterion! should
give an upper bound to the Kosterlitz-Thouless transit
temperatureTKT expected ind52. In Fig. 3~a! the first
~DOS! and second~Vertex! contributions in Eq.~1! are plot-
ted for U54 at b564 as a function of doping. The verte
part becomes larger than the first part over a range ofd. This
signals, according to our criterion, that 0.07,d,0.13 is be-
low Tc at b564. Note that it is because the vertex pa
decreases much faster than the DOS part near half filling
the d-SCstops close to half filling, leading to a dome sha
in Tc . The fast decrease of the vertex part near half filling
because it has its strongest contribution near the Fermi
face where the pseudogap effect is most pronounced.

The solid lines with symbols in Fig. 3~b! give the value of
Tc estimated for two values ofU in the intermediate-
coupling regime. TheU56 results should be viewed as giv
2-3
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ing the qualitative trend with increasingU. As is clear by
now, the decrease ofTc near half filling is caused by the
same AFM fluctuations that enhanced-SCat large doping.
d-SC fluctuations, in our approach, are important only b
tweenTc and TKT , in contrast with phase fluctuation theo
ries at strong coupling.18 Our results also contrast with theo
ries where the decrease ofTc is driven by hidden competing
broken symmetry.19

To make more detailed connection with experimental
sults on e-HTSC, one should add second-neighbort8 and
third-neighbort9 hopping to the Hamiltonian, as suggest
by band-structure calculations and by ARPES. We perfo
the usual particle-hole transformation that maps electr
doping of the negativet8 model to hole doping with positive
t8. As t8 andt9 increase, AFM fluctuations are frustrated,
pseudogap effects become less important and the fall oTc
on the underdoped side becomes less and less pronou
Including AFM coupling in the third dimension would lea
to a real AFM transition that would eventually overcome t
pairing instability. The more significant result we want
draw attention to is that, assuming that applying press
only increasest ~and thus decreasesU/t), the data of Fig. 3
shows that d ln Tc /dP,0 in the weak- to intermediate
coupling regime described by our approach. This rema
true with finite t8 and t9 and agrees with the experiment
negative pressure dependence ofTc in these compounds.20 In
the real system pressure may influence first and sec
neighbor hopping differently so it is very difficult to be qua
titative. The sign of the result however is unambiguo
d ln Tc /dP,0. By contrast, in h-HTSCd ln Tc /dP has the

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Part~a! shows the contributions from th
first term ~DOS! and second term~vertex! of Eq. ~1!. In ~b!, our
estimate ofTc using the Thouless criterion forU54 and U56,
t85t950.
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opposite sign. If antiferromagnetism plays a role in the
perconductivity of both e-HTSC and h-HTSC, then the po
tive sign ofd ln Tc /dP in the latter may be understood from
the fact that they are in the strong-coupling regime, wh
J54t2/U increases with pressure.

Figure 4 shows Fermi surface maps for all wave vectork
in the first quadrant of the Brillouin zone. The maps a
obtained, as in ARPES experiments on Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO4,

21

from the integral of the single-particle spectral weig
A(k,v) times the Fermi function over a frequency ran
running from 20.2 to 10.1. For U55.75, shown on the
left-hand side, two hot spots are clearly apparent at the in
section of the Fermi surface with the AFM zone boundary,
observed experimentally at optimal doping. The AFM cor
lation lengthj is 12 lattice spacings for this plot and the sp
susceptibility at (p,p) is much larger than the noninterac
ing value. At thisb and for this value ofU, a pseudogap is
observed only at the hot spots. They appear because
strong low-energy AFM fluctuations can scatter excitatio
at these points to other points on the Fermi surface separ
by (p,p).22 If U is not large enough, there is only a decrea
of spectral weight at the hot spots instead of a r
pseudogap. By contrast, the right-hand side of Fig. 4 sho
that if the interaction is too large,U56.25, the AFM fluc-
tuations scatter so strongly that a pseudogap appears e
where along an arc on the Fermi surface. This confirms
contention thatU cannot be too large near optimal doping
e-HTSC to explain the experimental results. The value ofU,
however, does have to increase with decreasingd so as to
recover the Fermi surface maps observed atd510% as well
as the Mott insulator at half filling.23,24

In summary, in e-HTSC the symmetry of the superco
ducting order parameter, the dependence ofTc on pressure,
as well as the hot spots observed by ARPES at optimal d
ing can all be explained by the Hubbard model at weak
intermediate coupling. Generally, antiferromagnetic fluctu
tions help superconductivity until they are so strong that th
open up a pseudogap that hindersd-SC.

We are especially grateful to V. Hankevych for discu
sions and for performing some of the calculations. We a

FIG. 4. ~Color! Fermi surface plots obtained from energy di
persion curves integrated from20.2 to 0.1 with ut8u50.175,
ut9u50.05. On both plots,d50.15, b540, system size 1283128.
In ~a! U55.75 and~b! U56.25.
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